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Each of the following questions is followed by four possible alternatives. Read 

each question carefully and select the letter of your best choice on the separate 

answer sheet.           

                                                         

1. If goods and services are valued at the prevailing price of the year , it will be a valuation 

at 

A. Constant price   B. Current price   C. Cost price  D. Extra ordinary price 

2. A production possibility curve is---------------------- 

A. A horizontal line  B. a vertical line  C. an upward sloping  D. a down ward sloping 

3. The income elasticity of demand is high for --------------------------------------- 

A. Shelter   B. Gold  C. Clothing  D. Food 

4. Which of the following is not a determinant of demand? 

A. Taste of consumer B. Price of related goods C. Income of consumer D. The price of 

inputs 

5. If average household income rises and we observe that the demand for raw meat 

increases, raw meat must be---------------------------------- 

A. An inferior good B. A surplus good C. A normal good  D. Necessity good 

6. Pastoral farming system is ------------------------ 

A. Located in the low lands B. crop production and livestock production is possible   C. 

it is characterized by mixed farming D. All of the above 

7. Which of the following is an abundant resource in Ethiopia? 

A. Unskilled labor  B. Capital   C. Modern energy source  D. Educated labor 

8. Which group of regions fairly represents the current major trading partners of Ethiopia? 

A. Australia, Asia and America B. Asia, America and Far East   C. Europe, Asia and 

Africa         D. Africa, America and Asia. 

9. Which of the following occurs when all taxes and other revenues exceed government 

expenditures for a year? 

A. Budget surplus  B. Balanced budget  C. Deficit budget  D. Government debt 

10. A tax by which the tax rate increases as the taxable amount increases is--------- 

A. Regressive tax   B. Progressive tax C. Proportional tax D. None 

 



11. One of the following is not the role and responsibility of the commercial bank of 

Ethiopia------- 

A. Provide loan to investors B. accept deposit from household C. Control money supply   

D. None  

12. --------------- is a deposit that can be withdrawn at any time without giving prior notice. 

A. Time deposit B. Saving deposits C. Demand deposit D. None 

13. Which one of the following is a major decision making unit in command economy? 

A. Government  B. Business firm  C. Households   D. Capitalists 

14. In which one of the following market structures individual firm don’t have power to 

decide the price of the goods they produce? 

A. Perfect competitive  B. Monopoly  C. Monopolistic   D. Oligopoly 

15.  In which one of the following market structures does a producer face horizontal demand 

curve?   A. Pure competition  B. Monopolistic   C. Oligopoly  D. Monopoly 

16. Which one of the following best describes the causes of cost-push inflation? 

A. Declining income of consumer’s B. Rising income of consumers.  C.  Declining cost 

of inputs.  D. Rising input prices 

17. Any good or service that comes out of a production process is known as---------------- 

A. Output B. Input   C. Labor   D. Economic resource. 

18. Price competition is usually found in ----------------------------------------- 

A. Oligopoly B. Monopolistic competition C. Perfect competition D. All 

19. Important considerations for making investments are--------------------- 

A. Safety of funds B. Rate of interest C. returns on investment D. All 

20. International trade increases---------------------------------------------- 

A. Consumption of goods & services B. Efficiency of an economy C. Specialization of 

labor D. All 

21. At its minimum point  the average total cost curve is intersected by the---------------------- 

A. Total fixed cost curve B. Average fixed cost curve C. Marginal cost curve D. All   

22. If fixed cost at quantity (Q)=100 is 130, then 

A. FC at Q=0 is 0 B. FC at Q=0 is <130   C. FC at Q=200 is 260  D. FC at Q=200 is 130 

        Suppose a firm faces a cost function TC=10+12Q+Q
2
  

23. Based on the information given above the fixed cost is------- A. 12Q B. 12Q+Q
2
   C. 10 

D. None 

24. The total variable cost is-----------        A. 12Q   B. 10   C. 12Q+Q
2
 D. B&C 

25. The marginal cost is-------------------    A. 10   B. 12Q+Q
2
   C. 12+2Q   D. 12Q 

26. Which of the following bank deals with short-term credit? 

A. Development bank B. Construction & business bank C. Commercial bank D. All 

27. Which one of the following is a recurrent expenditure of the government? 

A. Payment of salaries  B. Purchase of building  C. Purchase of machinery  D. None 



28. The phase of business cycle during which business confidence in the economy is at its 

lowest is known as------------ A. Peak B. Depression C. Recovery D. Contraction. 

29. A perfectly competitive firm produces 3000 units of a good at a total cost of 36000. The 

price of each good is birr 10, calculate the firms profit or loss--------------- 

A. Loss of 6000      B. Profit of 30000       C. Profit of 6000         D. None 

30. Which of the following statement is false? 

A. TC=TFC+TVC      B. ATC=AFC+AVC      C. AFC=TFC/Q        D. MC=TC/Q  

31. If a firm produces nothing, which of the following cost will be zero? 

B. Variable cost      B. Total cost      C. Average cost         D. None  

32. A type of product which is produced in a monopolistically competitive market is 

A. Homogeneous  B. Identical   C. Differentiated  D. Distinctive 

33. Which one of the following is the best example of monopoly firm in Ethiopia? 

A. BANK     B. INSURANCE     C. ETC        D. None 

34. Which sub-sector is the dominant industrial sector in Ethiopia? 

A. Mining & quarrying  B. Manufacturing  C. Electricity  D. Water supply 

35. A factor that does not contribute to the low development of the industrial sector is----- 

A. Limited saving potential  B. Limited markets for manufacturing goods  C. The 

geography of the country.  D. Lack of sufficient information on appropriate 

technology 

36. Which of the following is true about the structure of the agriculture sector in Ethiopia? 

A. The modern commercial farming system is the dominant system.  B. The pastoral 

farming system is the dominant system.  C. The small holder farming system is the 

dominant system  D. None of the above. 

37. Agricultural development through the development of cooperatives and state farms was 

the strategy adopted by-------------------- 

A. Imperial B. Dreg C. EPRDF D. All 

38. ----------------------is the dominant mode of transportation with in Ethiopia. 

A. Road transport  B. Air transport  C. Sea transport  D. Railway transport 

39. Which one of the following economic activity can be grouped under service sector? 

A. Farming  B. Manufacturing  C. Tourism  D. Heavy industrial projects 

40. ---------------------is imposed on the basis of the monetary value of the product. 

A. Specific tariff B. Ad valorem C. Compounded tariff D. A&B   

41. The structure of Ethiopians exports dominated by--------------------- 

A. Agricultural products B. Service products C. Industrial products D. Tourism. 

42. A tax that is levied on goods and services and is ultimately paid by consumers in the form 

of higher price is----------------- 

A. Foreign trade tax  B. Business income tax  C. Indirect tax  D. Personal income tax 

43. Suppose a consumer has an income of birr 16, the price of A is birr 2 and the price of B is 

birr 1. Which combination is on the consumer’s budget line? 

A. 4A and 9B.  B. 6A and 6B C. 8A and 8B D. 5A and 6B. 



44. The satisfaction or pleasure one gets from consuming a good or service is ------------------ 

A. Price  B. Utility  C. Consumption  D. Preferences 

45. An increase in demand can be represented graphically as------------- 

A. A left ward shift B. A right ward shift  C. Shift down  D. Move to the left 

46. A 10% increase in the quantity of orange demanded results from a 20% decline in its 

price. The price elasticity of demand for orange is------------- 

A. 0.5  B. 20  C. 2   D. 10 

47. If a demand for a product is said to be “elastic’’ the value of the elasticity coefficient is---

-------- 

A. Zero  B. Greater than one  C. Equal to one  D. Less than one 

48. If coffee and tea are substitutes , an increase in the price of coffee will cause---------------- 

A. A decrease in the demand for tea. B. An increase in the demand for tea.  C. An 

increase in the demand for coffee. D. None of the above 

49. Lines that represent combinations of inputs that costs the same total amount are called---- 

A. Isoquants  B. Iso cost line  C. Profit curve  D. Cost curves 

50. The market demand for the output of a monopoly is Q=42-0.4P. The monopolists total 

cost of production is TC=100+5Q+2.5Q
2
. The monopolists maximum profit is -------------

------ 

A. 50   B. 100   C. 250  D. 400 

51. Monopolies may derive their market power from----------------------- 

A. Patent rights B. Economies of scale C. Control of productive resources D. All 

52. In a perfectly competitive market if the market price is birr 25, the average revenue of 

selling five unit is -------- 

A. 5.  B. 12.5  C. 25  D. 125 

53. Which of the following is not used to compute GDP using expenditure approach? 

A. Consumption  B. Gross profit  C. Gross capital formation  D. Import and export 

54. ‘’too much money chasing too few goods’’ best describes: 

A. The GDP gap B. Demand pull-inflation C. Cost push-inflation D. None 

55. When rising oil prices lead to overall inflation in Ethiopian economy this is an example 

of  

A. Deflation  B. Hyper inflation  C. Demand-pull inflation  D. Cost-push inflation 

56. The market structure where many sellers sell slightly different things is referred to as----- 

A. Perfect competition  B. Pure monopoly  C. Duopoly  D. Monopolistic competition 

57. When a country exports more than its imports, what is the value of net exports? 

A. Negative B. Positive C.  Zero D. None 

58. Personal income differs from disposable income by----------------------------------- 

A. Personal tax B. Net exports C. Personal saving D. A&C  

59. Given the consumption function C=100 billion +0.75(300 billion) , autonomous 

consumption is equal to -------------------- 

A. 100 billion  B. 300 billion  C. 225 billion  D. 325 billion 



60. The purchase of final goods and services by a firm is called--------------------------- 

A. Consumption  B. Transfer payment  C. Government spending  D. Investment 

61. Which one of the following government institutions is directly responsible for the 

conduct of monetary policy? 

A. Ministry of finance and economic development 

B. Ministry of trade and industry  

C. Commercial bank of Ethiopia 

D. National bank of Ethiopia 

62. Which one of the following is an instrument of fiscal policy? 

A. Bank lending rate   B. Reserve requirement ratio  C. Interest rate  D. Tax rate  

63. Which one of the following was the development strategy of derg regime? 

A. Nationalization of medium and large scale enterprise. 

B. Keeping low level tariff protection. 

C. Providing high tax incentives for investors. 

D. Facilitating easy access to domestic credit to all. 

64.  Which one of the following is a five year plan of Ethiopian government? 

A. Climate Resilient Green Economy Plan (CRGE). 

B. Education Sector Development Plan (ESDP). 

C. Growth and Transformation Plan I (GTP I). 

D. Agricultural Development Led Industrialization (ADLI).  

65. Trade would be the ‘’ engine of growth’’ best in economies with----------- 

A. Positive and balanced trade.               

B. Trade deficit.  

C. All type of trade balance. 

D. Exclusively negative balance of trade. 

66. Which one of the following is the priority of Ethiopian government to improve its 

revenue collection? 

A. Expanding the sources of grants.  

B. Strengthening tax collection institutions.  

C. Focusing on income tax instead of VAT. 

D. Reducing the tax base and increasing tax rate. 

67. World price of Ethiopian coffee depends on 

A. The demand for Ethiopian coffee. 

B. Performance of major coffee suppliers to the world market. 

C. Supply of Ethiopian coffee 

D. None  

68. Why do nations participate in foreign trade? 

A. It stimulates economic growth 

B. It brings about technological development  

C. It raises the welfare of citizens 



D. All of the above 

69. The communication sector in Ethiopia include 

A. Media service   B. Postal service C. Telecommunication D. All of the above  

70. One of the following is a state of poverty where an individual’s daily income is below 

one dollar?  

A. Absolute poverty   B. Drought   C. Shortage of rain   D. Per-capita 
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